In this paper, we present a novel model predictive control (MPC) scheme that incorporates stability information derived from a control Lyapunov function (CLF) to dynamically prune suboptimal sequences from the search space and decrease the computational burden placed on the controller. The CLF used for pruning is then incorporated into a cost function that penalizes energy in the error system as well as energy loss due to switching. Despite the very small control periods allowed due dynamic pruning, experimental results are given, showing the resulting controller generates low switching frequencies and low total harmonic distortion.
Introduction
Recent advances in power electronics and high speed, low cost digital microcontrollers have dramatically improved the performance of power converters and electric drive systems. Partly due to their discrete nature, modern power electronic based energy conversion systems such as active front ends, boost/buck converters, and power inverters typically operate at efficiencies exceeding 95% which has led to large scale adoption in industry and sustained academic research interest. However, the discrete operation of power electronic switching elements also provides numerous control challenges as they are most often used to control continuous phase currents. In this paper, we present a novel power inverter discrete input vector realization method for a permanent magnet synchronous motor control application.
A popular technique for addressing the hybrid nature of controlling continuous currents with quantized actuators is the adoption of a modulation scheme for input vector realization. In a widely analyzed approach for motor drive applications, the stator currents and the shaft rotational speed are used in the feedback loops within a cascaded set of classical linear controllers for the determination of the desired phase voltages. Relying on the phase inductance for smoothing, a high frequency modulation algorithm such as space vector modulation (SVM) or its predecessor sine triangle pulse width modulation (ST-PWM) then computes the switching angles and duty cycles required so the time averaged phase voltage approximates the desired voltage over one control period. There has been a significant amount of research conducted within this frame work, much of it focused on improving the modulation techniques to reduce switching losses [1] [2] [3] the reduction of acoustic noise [4] [5] [6] , and the reduction of torque ripple [7] [8] [9] [10] .
Alternatively, hysteresis based control methods have also gained significant attention within the academic community. Rather than relying on high frequency averaging assumptions, hysteresis based approaches such as direct torque control (DTC) directly control the switching state of the inverter so that estimates of the stator flux and the rotor torque are held within predefined error bands. Controlling the switching state directly exploits some of the benefits of a quantized actuator by avoiding the time delay associated with nested control loops, which results in a faster torque response. However, in tuning the width of the hysteresis bands the control designer is required to choose between high frequency switching associated with narrow bands and excessive torque ripple resulting from wide error bands. Compounding this issue, typical modulator-free input vector realization methods do not employ the zero states through a duty cycle as in SVM or ST-PWM. To prevent the torque ripple from exceeding acceptable limits, hysteretic control methods require much smaller control periods than duty cycle based modulators. This is particularly evident in the low speed region where the generated back electromotive force (EMF) is small compared to the DC link voltage making the change in the phase current per switching event more pronounced. Despite these drawbacks, the simplicity of implementation and the fast dynamic response of DTC and other related methods have made this approach very popular in industry including ABB who has reportedly spent over one hundred man years developing DTC drives [11] . Areas of current research interest include hybrid DTC-SVM methods for reduced torque ripple [12] [13] [14] applications to multilevel inverters [15, 16] , adaptive flux estimation [17] , and control of high phase count motors [17, 18] .
One of the most promising developments in modulation-free approaches is a computationally efficient form of MPC [19] [20] [21] . Also known as constrained optimal control with a receding horizon, traditional MPC selects at each time step the sequence of control actions that minimizes a cost function based on predictions of the state over a horizon N. The first element of this minimizing sequence is applied to the system and the optimization process is then repeated forming a receding horizon control policy. While MPC provides a relatively simple framework for including nonlinearities and constraints, applications of this method to systems with fast dynamics have been limited due to the large number of calculations required over small sampling periods. To overcome this limitation, many researchers have adopted an explicit method where the optimal solution, given as a piecewise affine function defined over a partitioning of the feasible states, is computed offline to reduce computational burden. Based upon the pioneering work in Ref. [22] , explicit MPC approaches have been increasingly adopted, many of which incorporate modulators for reduced harmonic distortion at the expense of requiring hybrid continuous time models or linear constrained parameter varying models in order to maintain tractability [23] [24] [25] . One disadvantage of using an explicitly solved control law is the potential for exponential growth in the number of regions where the control law is defined though there have been some recently reported results where a combination of explicit MPC and online optimization is employed to limit both storage space requirements and computation time [26] .
An alternative approach is to leverage the inherently discrete nature of a power inverter to reduce the optimization space to a small number of candidate sequences and thus reduce the computational requirements to a feasible level. The resulting control method, sometimes referred to as finite control set MPC (FCS-MPC), has recently lead to numerous efforts from within the DTC community mostly aimed at reducing switching frequency [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] though other improvements have been achieved including the reduction of torque ripple [32] [33] [34] , balancing capacitor voltages in multilevel inverters [20, 28] and the inclusion of a modulator within the FCS-MPC framework to achieve a fixed switching frequency [35] .
While the adoption of FCS-MPC has greatly facilitated the use of predictive control techniques to power electronic systems, even the relatively small numbers of realizable actuator inputs can still present computational challenges when input sequences are evaluated over very small control periods. This has led some researchers to reduce the number of inputs considered in the optimization process. For example, in Refs. [34] and [36] , the authors present a multilevel six phase predictive controller where the number of inputs are reduced from 64 to the largest 12 vectors and a single zero vector in order to make the control law computationally feasible. Other approaches for addressing this issue have been recently proposed including those that use explicitly solved offline controllers [32, 37] branch and bound search methods for discarding suboptimal sequences [19] and those that impose limits on the number of transistors that are allowed to switch during each state transition [30] . In this paper, we extend our previous developments of a control Lyapunov (CLF) based approach that incorporates stability information in the input selection process [38] . This method has been implemented within a FCS-MPC architecture where candidate inputs are first vetted according to their stabilizing influence on the system before they are used in integrating the closed-loop system dynamics for predicting future states. The resulting controller provides stability guarantees while dynamically pruning suboptimal input sequences for the reduction of computational burden.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents models of a permanent magnet synchronous motor and a two level voltage source inverter used in the development of the proposed FCS-MPC method. Section 3 gives an overview of our previous results on using CLFs evaluated over a FCS to guide the input selection process. Section 4 extends our results to include prediction and optimization over a receding horizon. Section 5 gives experimental results documenting the usefulness of this approach, and Section 6 gives concluding remarks and proposals for future work.
2 Motor and Inverter Models Used for Predictive Control 2.1 Model of an Isotropic PMSM in the dq Reference Frame. Using Kirchoff's voltage law and Newton's second law in rotational form a PMSM motor model with an isotropic rotor can be derived and transformed into the direct and quadrature rotating reference frame given as
with direct and quadrature axis currents i d , i q , shaft rotational velocity x r , direct and quadrature axis inductances
stator resistance R, number of magnetic pole pairs p, magnetic flux / m , damping coefficient b, load torque s, and rotor moment of inertia J. As will be shown in Eqs. (10)- (13) 
into the system dynamics given by Eqs. (1)- (3) we arrive at the complete error dynamic system used for control design given as
2.2 Model of a Two Level Voltage Source Inverter. As depicted in Fig. 1 , a three phase, two level voltage source inverter consists of six power electronic switching elements arranged so each phase of the load can be connected to the DC link voltage or to ground. As the high side and low side switch of a single phase cannot be active at the same time, the state of the inverter can be fully described by a binary ordered triple
where S k 2 f0; 1g denotes the state of the high side switch. Due to this complementary switching constraint there are a total of 2 3 possible switching states, with states [0,0,0] and [1,1,1] both producing zero line to line voltages. In order to use the motor model given above for prediction, the inputs to the system also need to be represented in the rotating reference frame. The line to ground voltages produced by the inverter can be expressed as
Assuming a wye connected motor, the line to neutral voltages can be computed as
With knowledge of the electrical angle of the rotor h e , the line to neutral voltages are then rotated into the synchronous reference frame with the Park transform as follows: , we presented a novel input selection method for the control of a PMSM connected to a two level power inverter which is briefly recapitulated here for reference. While we skip the formulation of the target states for brevity, it should be noted that the target speed x Ã r and its derivative are assumed given while the target direct current i
and its derivative are set to zero to achieve maximum torque per ampere within the nonfield weakening regime. The target quadrature current i Ã q and its derivative can be derived through the backstepping procedure as done in Ref. [38] or can be determined from the output of an outer speed loop. Since the value of di Ã q =dt is determined by the relatively slow mechanical dynamics particularly when compared to the extremely small time intervals used for MPC, many researchers assume a constant quadrature current (or torque) reference over the prediction horizon. The previously proposed input selection algorithm is as follows.
Given the system dynamics (7)- (9), we begin by creating a CLF
with derivative
Using Eqs. (10)- (13) to rotate the seven realizable unique inputs into the rotor reference frame, Eq. (16) is then evaluated using each input pair v dq . It is shown in Ref. [38] that at each sampling instant at least one realizable voltage vector will render (16) negative given the desired state of the system is within the region of feasibility determined by the DC link voltage. This result directly addresses an open question posed in Ref. [39] where the authors discuss the difficulty in providing a certificate of stability for closed-loop systems with quantized inputs due to the optimal, stabilizing input v Ã dq not laying within the FCS. Several novel switching rules can be constructed with knowledge of the stabilizing effect of each candidate input and a guarantee that at least one input will always provide instantaneous stability the system. Examples include a time optimal switching rule where the input providing maximum stability is selected at each control period or a switching loss minimization rule where no switching occurs until the state evolution hits a threshold where the current input is no longer providing stability.
It should be noted that the stabilizing effect of each input is dependent on the state. All inputs transition from stabilizing to destabilizing and back again in a cyclic fashion as the motor rotates and reference commands change. For clarity, we characterize the stabilizing effect of an input, or the instantaneous stability
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4.1 Generalized FCS-MPC. The FCS-MPC approach is well suited for motor drive applications due to the finite number of control actions that are allowed at each time step. The problem can be defined as the determination of the next inverter switching state based on the cost evaluation of candidate switching sequences over a receding time horizon. Consider the state of the system sampled at time t k defined as
where T s is the sampling and control period. Using a discrete time model of the system f(x,v dq ) given by Eqs. (1)- (3) the value of the next state can be predicted under the action of each of the n available inputs v i dq ðt k Þ; i ¼ 1; :::; n as
where the superscript i designates the predicted state due to the ith input and the subscript p denotes that this is a predicted value. The resulting cost associated with each potential control action is then computed and stored in memory and the process is repeated using each predicted state as the starting point for a new set of predictions. This process continues until the desired prediction horizon N is reached at which point the total cost of each sequence is summed and the first control action of the sequence with the lowest cost is applied over the time interval t k . However, due to the finite time required to perform these calculations, to implement this scheme, the initial measured state is first marched forward in time by one time step using the currently active control input and the input sequence optimization is then carried out from t kþ1 to t kþ1þN . An example state propagation graph including this initial prediction step for a system with n inputs and a horizon of N ¼ 2 is given in Fig. 2 .
Cost Function Design.
A cost function designed to properly capture and weight the metrics to be optimized is critical to the successful implementation of a model predictive controller. Common cost functions used for power converter control are
with the effects on system performance due to each of these functions being detailed in Ref. [21] . As we are already using a CLF to determine stabilizing switching states, a natural choice for the cost of a given state is
It should be noted that in order to condense the remainder of this presentation and avoid notational obfuscation, the time step (t k ) will not be expressly written except for in instances where it adds clarity.
To balance the components of the cost function with different magnitudes the values of K x , K d , and K q are selected so the Lyapunov function is expressed in units of average energy in the error dynamic system over one control period Dt given bỹ
The control gains given in Eq. (15) are chosen as
which yields Transactions of the ASME It is also desirable to minimize the number of switching events that occur over a path under evaluation due to the associated switching losses that result from each state transition. Given the relationship between the ith rotating reference frame input at time t k and its implementable representation as a binary ordered triple in the fixed reference frame
the associated switching loss incurred by transitioning from state i to state j is proportional to the difference between the states given as
Noting that for each transition in a given phase leg one switching element turns on while its complement turns off, the energy lost per switching event is given by
where V T is the test voltage used by the device manufacturer to measure the switching losses. E on and E off have a nearly linear dependence on the current flowing through the device when they transition and can be well approximated from switching loss curves provided on the device manufacturers data sheet. Combining Eqs. (35) and (37), the total energy lost during a state transition can be expressed as The two energy related cost metrics can now be put together along with a convex weighting function a 2 ½0; 1 to form the cost function used in the remainder of this paper given as
Given the discrete time equivalent of Eqs. (7) and (8) along with the input rotation function (34) given together as
the minimum value path over a horizon of length N is
The control formulation can also be explicitly represented as a nonlinear integer program given by min Jðx; DSÞ (43) s:t: _ VxðtÞ ð Þ 0 (44) Fig. 3 Combinatorial growth of the search space as the horizon is increased for standard FCS-MPC applied to a two level inverter Fig. 4 The improved FCS-MPC algorithm with reduced search space growth through dynamic pruning of candidate input sequences 4.3 Pruning the Search With Guaranteed Stability Through CLF. While the discrete nature of the actuator in a motor drive system limits the size of the search space, as depicted in Fig. 3 due to the combinatorial explosion of candidate sequences as the horizon increases even two level inverters can impose tremendous computational effort on the controller and limit the length of the implementable horizon for a given sampling time.
To address this, we propose a new method for pruning the search space based on the predicted instantaneous stability of each future state. As shown in Fig. 4 , once a state is determined to be no longer stabilizing, the sequence that led to this state is removed from consideration and subsequent paths originating from it are not explored. The remaining stabilizing sequences are then compared and the one with the lowest accumulated cost is chosen. From the results in Ref. [38] , at least one input will lead to a stable state at every prediction interval, which guarantees at least one sequence will be found in which every element is stabilizing. Additionally, heuristically chosen weighting parameters typical in cost functions are not capable of destabilizing the system since before any cost is computed along a path the input being evaluated must first be determined to be stabilizing.
4.4
The Improved FCS-MPC Algorithm. The proposed control algorithm is described as follows. Labeling the currently active control input as v † dq the controller first marches the system forward using the discrete time model of the system before input optimization begins to account for the inherent delay in a sampled data system between measurement and actuation. Using this predicted state each realizable input is used to evaluate the CLF and the dynamics are marched forward again for each input that provides stability. Using each of these predicted states as a starting point, this process is then repeated over the next interval, again only considering inputs that pass a stability test. While the target currents are not assumed constant as is commonly done, to further reduce computational cost they are assumed to be linear over the prediction window. A block diagram description of the FCS-MPC method incorporating CLFs for optimal input sequence selection is presented in Fig. 5 . For clarity and readability of the block diagram, the notation has been somewhat condensed. Without loss of generality let the nth prediction step t kþn be notated as simply n. The predicted state at the nth point along the receding horizon under the influence of input i will be denoted asx i n and the corresponding derivative of the Lyapunov function under the same input will be denoted _ V i n . The cost as given in Eq. (42) at this point along the horizon is denoted as J i n and the lowest cost is given as J Ã n . Finally, the available inputs expressed in the dq reference frame at point n given by v i n are computed using Eqs. (10)- (13), Transactions of the ASME the predicted electrical angle h en and the DC link voltage V dc . As proven in Ref. [38] , there will always be at least one input that provides instantaneous stability. In practice, there are typically two and sometimes three inputs at any instant that all push the system in the right direction depending on the measured state and speed reference. The reduction in computational effort is therefore approximately between 7 N -2 N and 7 N -3 N per control period. The savings given the conservative estimate of a 7
N -3 N reduction in computations for several values of N is given in Table 1 .
Experimental Results

Description of the Experimental Testbed.
The experimental test bed shown in Fig. 6 has been designed to verify the effectiveness of the proposed control law. The algorithm depicted in Fig.  5 has been developed in SIMULINK using the parmeters and gains given in Table 2 and implemented in real time on dSpace hardware through the real time workshop software package available from the Mathworks. The modular DS1006 system from dSpace has been augmented with the DS5202 base board equipped with the ACMC motor control card capable of PWM synchronized phase current and DC link measurements, position measurements from quadrature encoder pulse (QEP) signals, and the generation of gate drive signals from 0 to 100% duty cycle. All experiments were conducted on a Kollmorgen AKM64P five pole pair, three phase brushless servo motor actuated with an IAPL600T120 two level inverter from applied power systems, which has been optically connected to the ACMC through a custom made laser gate driver board. The inverter independently inserts a 5 ls dead time between the high side and low side devices of each inverter leg. Total harmonic distortion (THD) is measured with a Fluke Norma 4000 three phase power analyzer connected in series between the inverter and motor with the internal low pass filter set to limit the THD calculation to the first 23 harmonics. The switching frequency of the inverter is measured with a frequency measurement block provided by the DS1106 library which is then filtered by a 100 point moving average to provide an average switching frequency. It should be noted that the data presented in Sec. 5.2 have been downsampled by a factor of five due to limitations in the capabilities of dSpace to simultaneously capture each sample for a large number of signals at 20 lS. However, the THD is computed from raw data by placing the Fluke Norma power analyzer in series with the physical phase currents making these results independent of the sampling frequency of the data acquisition system.
Results.
Experimental analysis of the proposed control method has been broken into nine experiments. For each experiment, a speed command of 500 rpm has been supplied as a Transactions of the ASME reference command while the prediction horizon is changed from
For each selected horizon three weighting factor values a ¼ 0.01, 0.5, and 0.99 are applied to examine the controllers effectiveness in penalizing switching events versus phase current distortion. For each horizon distance chosen, the state is first marched forward in time by one time step using the previously selected input to account for the inherent computation delay associated with a discrete time system. Given this initial prediction step, the case N ¼ 0 predicts which inputs stabilize the system and then only computes and compares the costs associated with applying these inputs. If N > 0, each of these candidate inputs are used as a starting point for another set of predictions and the process continues until the horizon level is reached. All predictions are made by integrating the system dynamics with a three step Adams-Bashforth-Moulton predictor-corrector method seeded by a fourth order Runge-Kutta integrator.
The results of these experiments are given in Fig. 7 with the corresponding waveforms and measured switching frequencies given in Figs. 8-10 . It is observed from the data that for each value of a progressively increasing the prediction horizon from 0 to 2 significantly decreases the measured THD, suggesting longer horizons favor smoother phase currents given the proposed cost function.
Due to the well known inverse relationship between THD and switching losses, the decrease in THD as the horizon grows is typically provided at the expense of increased switching frequency. Consider the equal weighting case of a ¼ 0.5 given in Fig. 9 . Increasing the horizon from N ¼ 0 to N ¼ 1 decreases the THD by 37.45% while increasing the switching frequency by 28.18%. While increasing the horizon from N ¼ 1 to N ¼ 2 decreases the THD by an additional 10.1%, the switching frequency is only increased by 3.91%. To provide a means of comparison between the change in THD and switching frequency as the horizon is incremented, a horizon length penalty metric H(DN) is defined as the ratio between the percent increase in switching frequency versus the percent decrease in total harmonic distortion, given as
Increasing the horizon from 0 to 1 provides much more improvement to the THD than is achieved by further increasing the horizon from 1 to 2, suggesting a decrease in return on computational investment for longer horizons Table 2 . This is in agreement with the findings in Ref. [40] where the authors report that MPC methods using a horizon of 1 often achieve near optimal performance. However, as shown in Table 3 , the improvements gained by using longer horizons come at a proportionally lower switching cost. This is particularly evident in the a ¼ 0.99 case where a horizon of N ¼ 2 simultaneously reduces the switching frequency and the THD, resulting in a negative value of H(DN).
Conclusions
We have presented a new method for inverter input selection that is well suited for application within a FCS-MPC framework. The proposed method dynamically eliminates suboptimal candidate input sequences before they are fully evaluated by predicting the stabilizing effect of each node in the input sequence and removing it and all subsequent child nodes from consideration if it is predicted to be destabilizing. This method of pruning has enabled the real time implementation of a horizon two (three prediction step) MPC controller using a multistep predictor-corrector integration method while operating at 50 kHz. While it is shown that most of the performance benefits occur at the first level of prediction (N ¼ 1), some arguments are given as to why an additional prediction step adds further benefit due to its relatively small impact on the switching cost. Although horizon lengths greater than 1 have shown moderate improvements in THD levels while only slightly increasing switching costs, this method would likely show even greater utility when applied to systems with large numbers of inputs such as a five or seven level inverter where the size of the decision space can be more drastically reduced to allow very small control periods without pre-emptively eliminating inputs from consideration. 
